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Abstract—We derive a set of causal deep neural networks whose
architectures are a consequence of tensor (multilinear) factor
analysis. Forward causal questions are addressed with a neural
network architecture composed of causal capsules and a tensor
transformer. The former estimate a set of latent variables that
represent the causal factors, and the latter governs their interaction.
Causal capsules and tensor transformers may be implemented
using shallow autoencoders, but for a scalable architecture we
employ block algebra and derive a deep neural network composed
of a hierarchy of autoencoders. An interleaved kernel hierarchy preprocesses the data resulting in a hierarchy of kernel tensor factor
models. Inverse causal questions are addressed with a neural
network that implements multilinear projection and estimates
the causes of effects. As an alternative to aggressive bottleneck
dimension reduction or regularized regression that may camouflage
an inherently underdetermined inverse problem, we prescribe
modeling different aspects of the mechanism of data formation
with piecewise tensor models whose multilinear projections are welldefined and produce multiple candidate solutions. Our forward and
inverse neural network architectures are suitable for asynchronous
parallel computation.
Index Terms—causality, factor analysis, tensor decomposition
transformer, Hebb learning, neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fig. 1: A forward causal neural network is composed of
Building upon prior representation learning efforts aimed at
a set of causal capsules and a tensor transformer. Causal
disentangling the causal factors of data variation [28][8][92]
capsules estimate the causal factor representations Um , and a
[72][71]1 , we derive a set of causal deep neural networks
tensor transformer T governs their interaction. Causal capsules
that are a consequence of tensor (multilinear) factor analysis.
and tensor transformers can be implemented with a set of
Tensor factor analysis is a transparent framework for modeling
shallow autoencoders and tensor autoencoders, respectively. For
a hypothesized multi-causal mechanisms of data formation,
a scalable architecture, each autoencoder is replaced with a
computing invariant causal representations, and estimating
deep neural network composed of a part based hierarchy of
the effects of interventions [103][100][108][105]. The validity
autoencoders (Fig. 3f). The above neural network depicts the Mand strength of causal explanations depend on causal model
mode SVD [106][105], a parallel multilinear rank decomposition.
specifications in conjunction with experimental designs for
(In practice, images are vectorized and centered.)
acquiring suitable training data [81].
Causal Inference Versus Regression
Unlike conventional statistics and machine learning which Neural networks and tensor factorization methods may be causal
model observed data distributions and make predictions about in nature and perform causal inference, or simply perform
one variable co-observed with another, or perform time series regression from which no causal conclusions are drawn. For
forecasting, causal inference is a hypothesis-driven process, causal inference, hypothesis-driven experimental design for
as opposed to a data-driven process, that models the mecha- generating training data [81], and model specifications (Fig. 2)
nism of data formation and estimates the effects of interven- trump algorithmic design and analysis.2
tions [78][46][89][103][99]. Inverse causal “inference” estimates
2 Tensor causal factor analysis have been employed in the analysis and
the causes of effects given an estimated forward model and
recognition of facial identities [108][103], facial expressions[44], human motion
constraints on the solution set [32][100][109].
signatures [97][24][41], and 3D sound [33]. It has been employed in the
1 Representation

learning has been performed with deep neural networks [8][63][84] composed of architectural modules, such as Restricted
Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [37][72], spike-and-slab RBMs [28][71], autoencoders [61][9][70], or encoder-decoders [79][15][50], and have been trained
in a supervised [64][22][71], unsupervised [37][8][28][61][79], and semisupervised manner [73]. Deep neural networks have been employed in lifecritical application areas, such as medical diagnosis [54][68][94], and face
recognition [91][42][90][20].

transfer of facial expressions [111], the rendering of textures suitable for
arbitrary geometries, views and illuminations [107], etc.Tensor factor analysis
has also been employed in psychometrics [95][34][17][10][60], econometrics
[52],[69], chemometrics [13], and other fields. Tensor regression has been
employed to estimate missing data [21] and to perform dimensionality reduction
[115][112][59] [14][49][40][7] by taking advantage of the row, column and
fiber redundancies. Recently, tensor regression has been employed in machine
learning to reduce neural network parameters. Network parameters are organized
into “data tensors”, and dimensionally reduced [62][74][56][55][76].

A. Causal Neural Networks
Causal neural networks are composed of causal capsules and
tensor transformers (Fig. 1). Causal capsules estimate the latent
variables that represent the causal factors of data formation.
A tensor transformer governs the interaction of the latent
variables. Causal capsules may be implemented as shallow
Hebb autoencoders, which perform principal component analysis
(PCA) [87][83][82][1][75] (see supplemental Sec VI-A) when
the neurons are linear with non-deterministic activation [4][48].
The tensor transformer may be implemented as a tensor
autoencoder, a shallow autoencoder whose code is the tensor
product of the latent variables.

(a)

Causal deep neural networks are composed of stacking Hebb and
tensor autoencoders. Each causal capsule or tensor transformer
in a shallow causal neural network is replaced by mathematically
equivalent deep architectures composed either of a part-based
hierarchy of Hebb autoencoders or of a part-based hierarchy
of tensor autoencoders. An interleaved hierarchy of kernel
functions [86] serves as a pre-processor that warps the data
manifold for optimal tensor factor analysis.3 The resulting deep
causal neural network models the mechanism of data formation
with a hierarchy of tensor factor models [103][102][99, Sec
4.4] (see Supplemental Section VI-C).

(b)
Fig. 2: Same data, same algorithm, but two different model
specifications (problem setups) result in two semantically
different decompositions. (a) Causal Inference: The M -mode
SVD (Algorithm 1) factorizes a “data tensor” of vectorized
Inverse causal neural networks implement the multilinear observations into a set of latent variables that represent the
projection algorithm to estimate the causes of effects [109][100]. causal factors. (b) Regression: The M -mode SVD factorizes a
A neural network that addresses an underdetermined inverse “data tensor” composed of images as a “data matrix” into the
problem is characterized by a wide hidden layer. Dimensionality image column and row space as well as the normalized PCA
reduction removes noise and nuisance variables [38], [93], and coefficients. (Images represent their vectorized versions except
has the added benefit of reducing the widths of hidden layers. in Fig. 2b.)
However, aggressive bottleneck dimensionality reduction may Algorithm 1 M -mode SVD (parallel computation)[106], [105]
camouflage an inherently ill-posed problem. Alternatively or in
I ×···×IM
, dimensions R0 , R1 . . . Rm . . . RM
addition to dimensionality reduction and regularized regression, Input D ∈ C 0
:=
1.
Initialize
U
I
or
random matrix, 0 ≤ m ≤ M
m
we prescribe modeling different aspects of the data formation
2.
Iterate
until
convergence
process with piecewise tensor (multilinear) models (mixture of
For m := 0, . . . , M ,
experts) whose projections are well-defined [104]. Candidate
• X := D ×0 UT0 × · · · ×m-1 UTm-1 ×m+1 UTm+1 · · · × UTM
solutions are gated to yield a unique solution.
• Set Um to the R̃m leading left-singular vectors of the
II. F ORWARD C AUSAL Q UESTION : “W HAT IF ?”
SVD of X[m] or SVD of [X[m] XT [m] ]. a, b
T
T
T
T c
Forward causal inference is a hypothesis-driven process that 3. Set Z := D ×0 U0 · · · ×m Um · · · ×M UM := X × UM
addresses the “what if” question. Causal hypotheses drive both Output mode matrices U0 , U1 , . . . , UM and core tensor Z.
the experimental design for generating training data and the
a The computation of U in the SVD X
T
m
[m] = Um ΣVm can be performed
causal model specification.
efficiently, depending on which dimension of X[m] is smaller, by decomposing

Models: Within the tensor mathematical framework (Supplemental Section VI-B) a “data tensor,” D ∈ CI0 ×I1 ···×Im ···×IM ,
3 Related

transformer architectures have been engineered and have been shown
to have successful empirical results [29], [113], [66].
4 Datasheets for datasets, as proposed by Gebru et al. [31], may help facilitate
the approximation of experimental studies.

either X[m] X[m] T = Um Σ2 Um T (note that Vm T = Σ+ Um T X[m] ) or
by decomposing X[m] T X[m] = Vm Σ2 Vm T and then computing Um =
X[m] Vm Σ+ .
b For a neural network implementation, the SVD of X
[m] is replaced with
a Hebb autoencoder that sequentially computes the orthonormal columns of
Um /Vn by performing gradient descent or stochastic gradient descent [12][80].
In Fig. 1, the autoencoders learn the columns in Vm . Matrix Vm,r contains the
first r columns; vm,r is column r.
For r := 1 . . . Rm .
Iterate until convergence

∆vm,r (t+1) = η X[m] − Vm,r (t)VTm,r (t)X[m] XT[m] vm,r (t)
| {z }
code

vm,r (t) + ∆vm,r (t+1)
v̂m,r (t+1) =
∥vm,r (t) + ∆vm,r (t+1)∥
Hebb Autoencoder
z
}|
{

Training Data: For modeling the unit level effects of causes,
the training data is generated by combinatorially varying
each causal factor while holding the other factors fixed. The
best causal evidence comes from randomized experimental
studies. When physical, or statistical experiments for generating
training data are unethical or infeasible, experiments may be
approximated with carefully designed observational studies [81],
such as natural experiments [2][16][47]. The certainty of causal
conclusions are dependent on the type of evidence employed.4

c The columns in Z
[0] may be computed by initializing the code of an
autoencoder to (UM · · · ⊗ Um · · · ⊗ U0 ), where ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
In Fig. 1, the columns of the extended core T are computed by initializing the
code of the autoencoder with (UM · · · ⊗ Um · · · ⊗ U1 ).
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Algorithm 2 Kernel Tensor Factor Analysis [99, Sec 4.4][108]
Kernel Multilinear Independent Component Analysis (K-MICA) and Kernel Principal Component Analysis (K-MPCA).
Input the data tensor D ∈ CI0 ×···×IM , where mode m = 0 is the measurement mode, and the desired ranks are R̃1 , . . . , R̃M .
Initialize Cm = I or random matrix, ∀ 0 ≤ m ≤ M
Iterate until convergence.
1) For m := 1, . . . , M
+
+
+
a) Set Xm := D ×1 C+
1 · · · ×m−1 Cm−1 ×m+1 Cm+1 · · · ×M CM .
b) Compute the elements of the mode-m covariance matrix, for j, k := 1, . . . , Im :
T

[X[m] X[m] ]jk :=

I1
X

i1 =1

a

Im−1

...

X

Im+1
X

im-1 =1 im+1 =1

...

IM
X

K(xi1 ...im-1 j im+1 ...iM , xi1 ...im-1 k im+1 ...iM ).

(1)

iM=1



For K-MPCA: Set Cm := U to the left matrix of the SVD, of [X[m] X[m] T ] = Um Σ2 UTm from (1)




Truncate to R̃m columns Um ∈ CIm ×R̃m .



Set Cm := Um Wm−1. The additional invertible matrix Wm may be computed based on negentropy,
mutual information, or higher-order cumulants [108].
The initial SVD of [X[m] X[m] ] T (1) truncates the subspace to R̃m .
+
+
2) Set B := XM ×M CM . For K-MPCA, CM = CTM .
Output the converged extended core tensor T ∈ CI0 ×R̃1 ×···×R̃M and causal factor mode matrices C1 , . . . , CM .
c)

For K-MICA:









a Every SVD step may be computed by gradient descent and replaced with a Hebb autoencoder-decoder. See Algorithm 1 footnotes a and b. See Fig. 3 for a
scalable neural network implementation.

Linear kernel:
Polynomial kernel of degree d:
Polynomial kernel up to degree d:
Sigmoidal kernel:
Gaussian (radial basis function (RBF)) kernel:

K(u, v) = uT v = u · v
K(u, v) = (uT v)d
K(u, v) = (uT v + 1)d
T
K(u, v) = tanh(α

 u v + β)
2

K(u, v) = exp − ∥u−v∥
2σ 2

contains a collection of vectorized5 and centered observations,
di1 ...im ...iM ∈ CI0 that are the result of M causal factors. Causal
factor m (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) takes one of Im values that are
indexed by im , 1 ≤ im ≤ Im . An observation and a data tensor
are modeled by a multilinear equation with multimode latent
variables:
D = T ×1 U1 · · · × Um ×M UM + E,
(2)
di1 ,...,iM = T ×1 (ûTi1 + ϵTi1 ) · · · ×M (ûTiM + ϵTiM ) + ξi1 ,...,iM ,
where T is the extended core that contains the basis vectors and
governs the interaction between the latent variables ûTim (row
i of Um ) that represent the causal factors of data formation,
ϵim ∈ N (0, Σm ) are disturbances with Gaussian distribution,
and ξi1 ,...,iM is a Gaussian measurement error.

L=∥D − T ×1 U1 ... ×m Um ... ×M UM ∥ +

λm ∥Um UTm − I∥

m=1

is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation [27] of the
causal factor parameters, assuming the data was generated by
the model with additive Gaussian noise. The optimal mode
matrices Um are computed by employing a set of M alternating
least squares optimizations.
Lm

Xm :=D ×1 ... ×m-1 UTm-1 ×m+1 UTm+1 ... ×M UTM - parallel
(3)
T
= Xm (t−1) ×n Un (t)Un (t−1), ∀n ̸= m, - asynchronous (4)
= (Xm-1 ×m-1 UTm-1 ) ×m Um = T ×m Um - sequential
(5)
The M -mode SVD [105] (Algorithm 1) minimizes M alternating least squares in closed form by employing M different
SVDs. It is suitable for parallel computation, but can be
performed asynchronously or sequentially by employing (4)
and (5), respectively.6 The core tensor T is computed by
multiplying the data tensor with the inverse mode matrices,
T = D ×1 UT1 · · · ×m UTm · · · ×M UTM , or more efficiently as
T = Xm × UTm .
A. Kernel Tensor Factor Analysis:
When data D are a combination of non-linear independent causal
factors C,

Minimizing the cost function
M
X

TABLE I: Common kernel functions. Kernel
functions are symmetric, positive semi-definite
functions corresponding to symmetric, positive
semi-definite Gram matrices. The linear kernel
does not modify or warp the feature space.

= ∥Xm − T ×m Um ∥ + λm ∥UTm × Um − I∥, where

5 It is preferable to vectorize an image and treat it as a single observation
rather than as a collection of independent column/row observations. Most
assertions found in highly cited publications in favor of treating an image as a
“data matrix” or “tensor” do not stand up to analytical scrutiny [99, App. A].

D = B ×1 ϕ(C1 ) · · · × ϕ(Cm ) · · · ×M ϕ(CM ) + E
Cm = Um W−1 + Em ,

(6)

kernel multilinear independent component analysis (KMICA) [99, Ch 4.4] models the mechanism of data formation. KMICA employs the “kernel trick” [85][110] as a pre-processing
step which makes the data suitable for multilinear independent
component analysis [108] (Algorithm 2), where the additional
rotation matrix Wm may be computed based on negentropy,
mutual information, or higher-order cumulants. K-MICA is
6 A sequential computation of the M -mode SVD is known in the literature
as a tensor ring [116]. A single-time iteration is known as a tensor train [77].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
Fig. 3: Deep neural network. Subfigures (a-e) depict (7–10) [99, pg.38-40]. (a) The mode matrix computation Um is a constrained
cluster-based PCA that is rewritten in terms of block SVDs. Matrixizing may be viewed as a concatenation of “cluster” data.
(n)
The matrix W transforms the basis matrix U0 such that the causal factor representation Um is the same regardless of cluster
membership. (b) Mode matrix Um computation using a single autoencoder-decoder. (c) Mode matrix computation as a hierarchy
of autoencoder-decoders, (d) Mode matrix computation written as a deep learning model (e) Concurrent-autoencoders; i.e.,
constrained cluster-based autoencoders. (f) Forward causal model with a set of capsules implemented by deep neural networks.
For parallel computation, we break the chain links and shuttle causal information between capsules. (g) Each capsule in (f) may
be replaced with a part-based deep neural network by permuting the rows in DT [m] , and segmenting them based on adaptive
subdivision [96]. The capsules are efficiently trained with a part-based hierarchy of autoencoders (Fig. 4).
a tensor generalization of the kernel PCA [86] and kernel
ICA [3][114].
To accomplish this analysis, recall that the computation
of covariance matrix D[m] D[m] T involves inner products
dTi1 ...im-1 j im+1 ...iM di2 ...im-1 k im+1 ...iM between pairs of data points
in the data tensor D associated with causal factor mode m, for
m = 1, . . . , M (Step 2.2 in Algorithm 1). We replace the inner
products with a generalized distance measure between images,
K(di1 ...im−1 j im+1 ...iM , di2 ...im−1 k im+1 ...iM ), where K(·, ·) is a
suitable kernel function (Table I) that corresponds to an inner

product in some expanded feature space. This generalization
naturally leads us to a Kernel Multilinear PCA (K-MPCA)
Algorithm, where the covariance computation is replaced by
[D[m] D[m] T ]jk :=

I1
X
i1 =1

···

Im−1

Im+1

X

X

im−1 =1 im+1 =1

···

IM
X
iM =1

K(di1 ...im−1 j im+1 ...iM , di1 ...im−1 k im+1 ...iM ).
When a causal factor is a combination of multiple independent
sources that are causal in nature, we employ a rotation matrix
W to identify them. The rotation matrix is computed by
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employing either mutual information, negentropy, or higherorder cumulants [23][6][45][5]. A Kernel Multilinear ICA (KMICA) Algorithm is a kernel generalization of the multilinear
independent component analysis (MICA) algorithm [108].
Algorithm 2 simultaneously specifies both K-MPCA and KMICA algorithms. A scalable tensor factor analysis represents
an observation as a hierarchy of parts and wholes [103][102].
III. N EURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Causal neural networks (Fig. 1) parallel the functionality and
composition of tensor factor analysis models. Causal neural
networks are composed of a set of causal capsules and a tensor
transformer. The capsules compute the latent variables, Um , that
represent the causal factors. The tensor transformer, T , encodes
the interaction between the causal factors.
Tensor factor analysis models are transformed into causal
neural networks by using Hebb autoencoders and tensor autoencoders as building blocks. The M-mode SVD (Algorithm 1)
is transformed into a causal neural network (Fig. 1) by
replacing every SVD step with gradient descent optimization,
which is outsourced to a Hebb autoencoder (Supplemental
Section VI-A). For effectiveness, we employ stochastic gradient
descent [12][80]. The extended core tensor T[0] is computed by
defining and employing a tensor autoencoder, an autoencoder
whose code is initialized to the tensor product of the causal
factor representations, D[0] = T[0] (UiM ⊗ · · · ⊗ Uim · · · ⊗ Ui1 )T .
To address a set of arbitrarily non-linear causal factors, each
autoencoder employs kernel activation functions (Table I).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4: (a) Causal capsules may be implemented with a partbased hierarchy of autoencoders. The dataset is permuted
by P, filtered and segmented by Hm that is mode dependent. Subdivision into parts can be determined with adaptive
subdivision [96].(b) Implementing the capsules with a partbased hierarchy of autoencoders is equivalent to performing
Incremental M-mode Block SVD[103, Sec IV][98].
viewing conditions), the underlying data can be concatenated
in the measurement mode and the common causal factor can
be modeled by one PCA.
Thus, we define a constrained, cluster-based PCA as the
computation of a set of PCA basis vectors that are rotated such
that the latent representation is constrained to be the invariant
of the cluster membership.

In the context of our multifactor data analysis, we define a cluster
as a set of observations for which all factors are fixed but one.
A. Causal Deep Networks and Scalable Tensor Factor Analysis: For every tensor mode, there are Nm = I1 I2 . . . Im−1 Im+1 . . . IM
possible clusters and the data in each cluster varies with the same
For a scalable architecture, we leverage the properties of
causal mode. The constrained, cluster-based PCA concatenates
block algebra. Shallow autoencoders are replaced with either a
the clusters in the measurement mode and analyzes the data
mathematically equivalent deep neural network that requires endwith a linear model, such as PCA or ICA [5], [23], [26].
to-end training, a part-based hierarchy of autoencoders [103],
To see this, let Di1 ...im−1 im+1 ...iM ∈ CI0 ×1×1···×1×Im ×1···×1
or a set of concurrent autoencoders (Fig. 3).
denote a subtensor of D that is obtained by fixing all causal
For example, the orthonormal subspace of a data matrix, D ∈
factor modes but mode m and mode 0 (the measurement
I0 ×I1
C
that has I0 measurements and I1 observations may be
mode). Matrixizing this subtensor in the measurement mode
computed by recursively subdividing the data and analyzing the
we obtain Di1 ...im−1 im+1 ...iM [0] ∈ CI0 ×Im . This data matrix
data blocks,
comprises a cluster of data obtained by varying causal factor

 
 


DA
UA SA VTA
UA 0
SA VTA
m, to which one can traditionally apply PCA. Since there are
D=
=
=
=
DB
UB SB VTB
0 UB
SB VTB
Nm = I1 I2 . . . Im−1 Im+1 . . . IM possible clusters that share the
| {z }
same underlying space associated with factor m, the data can
SVD




be concatenated and PCA performed in order to extract the
UA 0
U A WA
=
WΣVT =
ΣVT = UΣVT ,
same representation for factor m regardless of the cluster. Now,
0 UB
U B WB
consider the MPCA computation of mode matrix Um (Fig. 3a),
where W is a rotation matrix that transforms the basis matrices, which can be written in terms of matrixized subtensors as
UA and UB , spanning the data blocks, DA and DB , such that their

T
D1...11...1 [m] T
observations have the same representations. This approach can
.


.
be applied bottom up to a recursively partioned data matrix. The


.


T
above equalities provide mathematical justification for greedy

 = Um Σm Vm T . (7)
DI1 ...11...1 [m]
Dm = 

layer training of deep neural networks [9](Fig. 3a-e).
.


.


.
Computing the mode matrices Um of a tensor model may be
DI1 ...Im−1 Im+1 ...IM [m] T
viewed as equivalent to computing a set of mutually constrained,
cluster-based PCAs [99, pg.38-40] (Fig. 3a). When dealing with This is equivalent to computing a set of Nm =
data that can be separated into clusters, the standard machine I1 I2 . . . Im−1 Im+1 . . . IM cluster-based PCAs concurrently by
learning approach is to compute a separate PCA. When data combining them into a single statistical model and representing
from different clusters are generated by the same underlying the underlying causal factor m common to the clusters. Thus,
process (e.g., facial images of the same people under different rather than computing a separate linear PCA model for each

IV. I NVERSE C AUSAL Q UESTION : “W HY ?”
Inverse causal inference addresses the “why” question and
estimates the causes of effects given an estimated forward causal
model and a set of constraints that reduce the solution set and
render the problem well-posed [32][100][109].

Fig. 5: An inverse
causal neural network
is an inverted forward model where
the operations are performed in reverse order [100][109].

Multilinear tensor factor analysis constrains causal factor
representations to be unitary vectors. Multilinear projection [109][100] relies on this constraint and performs multiple
regularized regressions. One or more unlabeled test observations
that are not part of the training data set are simultaneously
projected into the causal factor spaces

cluster, MPCA concatenates the clusters into a single statistical
model and computes a representation (coefficient vector) for
mode m that is invariant relative to the other causal factor modes
1, ..., (m − 1), (m + 1), ..., M . Thus, MPCA is a multilinear,
constrained, cluster-based PCA. To clarify the relationship, let
us number each of the matrices Di1 ...im−1 im+1 ...iM [m] = D(n)
m
PM
with a parenthetical superscript 1 ≤ n = 1 + k=1,k̸=m (in −
Qk−1
1) l=1,l̸=m Il ≤ Nm .
(n)

Let each of the cluster SVDs be D(n)
= U(n)
Σ(n)
Vm T , and
m
m
m
 (1) (1)

M)
m)
D[m] = Um Σm . . . U(N
diag([ Vm(1) . . . Vm(Nm ) ])T
Σ(N
m
m
|
{z
}
SVD
(8)
= Um Σm WTm diag([ Vm(1) . . . Vm(Nm ) ])T ,
=
=

Um Σm [ Vm(1) Wm(1)
U m Σm V m T ,

...

Vm(Nm ) Wm(Nm ) ]T

(9)
(10)

where diag(·) denotes a diagonal matrix whose elements are
each of the elements of its vector argument. The mode matrix
(n )
m)
Vm(nm ) is the measurement matrix U0 m (U(n
when the
x
measurements are image pixels) that contains the eigenvectors
spanning the observed data in cluster nm , 1 ≤ nm ≤ Nm . MPCA
can be thought as computing a rotation matrix, Wm , that contains
a set of blocks Wm(n) along the diagonal that transform the PCA
cluster eigenvectors Vm(nm ) such that the mode matrix Um is
the same regardless of cluster membership (8–10)(Fig 3). The
constrained “cluster”-based PCAs may also be implemented
with a set of concurrent “cluster”-based PCAs.

T +x ×Tx dtest = R
(M -mode SVD or CP)
≈ r1 ... ◦ rm ... ◦ rM , and ∥rm ∥ = 1.
An autoencoder-decoder neural network architecture that implements a multilinear projection architecture (Fig. 5) is an inverted
(upside down) forward neural network architecture that reverses
the operation order of the forward model.
Neural architectures addressing underdetermined inverse problems are characterized by hidden layers that are wider than the
input layer; i.e., the dimensionality of vec(R) is larger than
the number of measurements in d. Dimensionality reduction
reduces noise, and the width of the hidden layers [38], [93].
Adding sparsity, non-negativity constraints, etc., can further
reduce the solution set. Alternatively or in addition, one can
determine a set of candidate solutions by modeling different
aspects of the mechanism of data formation as piecewise tensor
(multilinear) factor models, such that each of their inverses
is well-posed. A single multilinear projection [109][100] is
replaced with multiple multilinear projections that are wellposed. Vasilescu and Terzopoulos [104][99, Ch.7] rewrote the
forward multilinear model in terms of multiple piecewise linear
models that were employed to perform multiple well-posed
linear projections and produced multiple candidate solutions.

V. C ONCLUSION
We derive a set of causal deep neural networks that are a
consequence of tensor factor analysis.7 Causal deep neural
networks encode hypothesized mechanisms of data formation
as a part-based hierarchy of kernel tensor models, where
“A
causes B” means “the effect of A is B”, a measurable
Causal factors of object wholes may be computed efficiently
and
experimentally repeatable quantity [39]. The causal deep
from their parts, by applying a permutation matrix P and
architectures
are composed of causal capsules and tensor
creating part-based data clusters with a segmentation filter Hm ,
T
T
transformers.
where D ×m Hm P ⇔ Hm PD[m] , but leaving prior analysis
intact (Fig. 3g). A deep neural network can be efficiently The former estimate the causal factor representations, whose
trained with a hierarchy of part-based autoencoders (Fig. 4). A interaction are governed by the latter. Inverse causal questions
computation that employs a part-based hierarchy of autoencoders estimate the causes of effects and implement the multilinear
parallels the Incremental M-mode Block SVD [103, Sec. projection. For an underdetermined inverse problem, as an
IV][102][98] (Supplemental VI-C).
alternative to aggressive “bottleneck” dimensionality reduction,
A data tensor is recursively subdivided into data blocks,
analyzed in a bottom-up fashion, and the results merged as
one moves through the hierarchy. The computational cost is
the cost of training one autoencoder, O(T ), times O(logNM ),
the total number of autoencoders trained for each factor matrix,
O(T logNm ). If the causal neural network is trained sequentially,
the training cost for one-time iteration is O(M T log N̄ ), where
N̄ is the average number of clusters across the M modes.

the mechanism of data formation is modeled as piecewise tensor
(multilinear) models, and inverse causal inference performs
multiple well-posed multilinear projections that result in multiple
candidate solutions, which are gated to yield a unique solution.
7 “Every theoretical physicist that is any good knows six or seven different
theoretical representations for exactly the same physics. He knows that they
are all equivalent, but he keeps them all in his head hoping that they will give
him different ideas.” - Richard Feynman [30].
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A. PCA computation with a Hebb autoencoder
A Hebb autoencoder-decoder minimizes the least squares
function,
I
X
l =
∥di − Bci ∥ + λ∥BT B − I∥,
(11)
i=1

and learns a set of weights, bi0 ,r , that are identical to the
elements of the PCA basis matrix [19, p. 58], B ∈ CI0 ×R , when
employing non-deterministic linear neurons that are computed
sequentially by training on a set of observations di ∈ CI0 with
I0 measurements (Fig. 6). The autoencoder is implemented with
a cascade of Hebb neurons[36].
The contribution of each neuron, c1 , . . . , cr , is sequentially
computed, subtracted from a centered training data set, and
the difference is driven through the next Hebb neuron, cr+1 [87],
[83], [82], [1], [75].
The weights of a Hebb neuron, cr , are updated
! by
r
X
∆br (t + 1) = η d −
bir (t)cir (t) cr (t)
=η d−

ir =1
r
X

(12)

!
T

bir (t)bir (t)d dT br (t),

ir =1

br (t + 1)

(br (t) + ∆br (t + 1))
=
∥br (t) + ∆br (t + 1)∥

where d ∈ CI0 is a vectorized centered observation with I0
measurements, 0 ≤ η ≤ 2/∥B∥2 = σmax,B is the learning rate, br
are the autoencoder weights of the r neuron, cr is the activation,

Fig. 6: Autoencoder-decoder architecture and Principal Component Analysis. (All images have been vectorized, but they are
displayed as a grid of numbers. )

Algorithm 3 M -mode SVD algorithm.[?]
Input the data tensor D ∈ CI0 ×···×IM .
1) For m := 0, . . . , M ,
Let Um be the left orthonormal matrix of [Um Sm VTm ] :=
svd(D[m] )a
2) Set Z := D ×0 U0 T ×1 U1 T · · · ×m Um T ... ×M UM T .
Output mode matrices U0 , U1 , ..., UM , and the core tensor Z.
a The computation of U in the SVD D
T
m
[m] = Um ΣVm can be performed
efficiently, depending on which dimension of D[m] is smaller, by decomposing
either D[m] D[m] T = Um Σ2 Um T (note that Vm T = Σ+ Um T D[m] ) or
by decomposing D[m] T D[m] = Vm Σ2 Vm T and then computing Um =
D[m] Vm Σ+ .

CIm ×(I0 ...Im−1 Im+1 ...IM ) . As the parenthetical ordering indicates,
the mode-m column vectors are arranged by sweeping all the
other mode indices through their ranges, with smaller mode
indexes varying more rapidly than larger ones; thus,
[A[m] ]jk= ai1 ...im ...iM ,
j = im

and

where

k =1+

(14)
M
X

(in − 1)

n=0
n̸=m

Fig. 7: Matrixizing a 3rd order tensor, A.
and t is the time iteration. Back-propagation[64], [65] performs
PCA gradient descent [19, p. 58][51]. An autoencoder may be
trained and the weights updated with a data batch, D,
∆bi (t + 1)

= (D − Br (t)BTr (t)D) DT br (t)
!
r
X
T
T
T
=
DD −
bir (t)bir (t)DD br (t).

B. Relevant Tensor Algebra
Briefly, the natural generalization of matrices (i.e., linear
operators defined over a vector space), tensors define multilinear
operators over a set of vector spaces. A “data tensor” denotes
an M -way data array.
Definition 1 (Tensor): Tensors are multilinear mappings over a
set of vector spaces, CIm , 1 ≤ m ≤ M , to a range vector space
CI 0 :

A : CI1 × CI2 × · · · × CIM 7→ CI0 .
(13)
The order of tensor A ∈ CI0 ×I1 ×···×IM is M + 1. An element
of A is denoted as Ai0 i1 ...im ...iM or ai0 i1 ...im ...iM , where 1 ≤
im ≤ Im .
The mode-m vectors of an M -order tensor A ∈ CI0 ×I1 ×···×IM
are the Im -dimensional vectors obtained from A by varying index
im while keeping the other indices fixed. In tensor terminology,
column vectors are the mode-0 vectors and row vectors as mode1 vectors. The mode-m vectors of a tensor are also known as
fibers. The mode-m vectors are the column vectors of matrix
A[m] that results from matrixizing (a.k.a. flattening) the tensor
A.
Definition 2 (Mode-m Matrixizing): The mode-m matrixizing
of tensor A ∈ CI0 ×I1 ×...IM is defined as the matrix A[m] ∈

Il .

l=0
l̸=m

A generalization of the product of two matrices is the product
of a tensor and a matrix [25], [18].
Definition 3 (Mode-m Product, ×m ): The mode-m product
of a tensor A ∈ CI1 ×I2 ×···×Im ×···×IM and a matrix B ∈
CJm ×Im , denoted by A ×m B, is a tensor of dimensionality
CI1 ×···×Im−1 ×Jm ×Im+1 ×···×IM whose entries are computed by
[A ×m B]i1 ...im−1 jm im+1 ...iM

=

X

ai1 ...im−1 im im+1 ...iM bjm im ,

im

ir =1

Computational speed-ups are achieved with stochastic gradient
descent [12][80].

n−1
Y

C = A ×m B.

matrixize
tensorize

C[m] = BA[m] .

The M -mode SVD, Algorithm 3 proposed by Vasilescu and
Terzopoulos [105] is a “generalization” of the conventional
matrix (i.e., 2-mode) SVD which may be written in tensor
notation as
D = U0 SU1 T

⇔

D = S ×0 U0 ×1 U1

The M -mode SVD orthogonalizes the M spaces and decomposes a tensor as the mode-m product, denoted ×m , of M orthonormal mode matrices, and a core tensor Z
D = Z ×0 U0 · · · ×m Um · · · ×M UM .
(15)
D[m] = Um Z[m] (UM · · · ⊗ Um+1 ⊗m-1 U · · · ⊗ U0 ) T , (16)
vec(D) = (UM · · · ⊗ Um+1 ⊗ Um-1 · · · ⊗ U0 ) vec(Z). (17)
The latter two equations express the decomposition in matrix
form and in terms of vec operators.
C. Compositional Hierarchical Block TensorFaces
Training Data: In our experiments, we employed gray-level
facial training images rendered from 3D scans of 100 subjects.
The scans were recorded using a CyberwareTM 3030PS laser
scanner and are part of the 3D morphable faces database
created at the University of Freiburg [11]. Each subject was
combinatoriall y imaged in Maya from 15 different viewpoints
(θ = −60◦ to +60◦ in 10◦ steps on the horizontal plane,

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8: Compositional Hierarchical Block TensorFaces learns a hierarchy of features, and reesents each person as a part-based
compositional representation. Figure depicts the training data factorization, D = T H ×L UL ×V UV ×P UP , where an observation is
represented as d(p, v, l) = T H ×L lT ×V vT ×P pT and TH spans the hierarchical causal factor variance. (b) ROC curves for the
University of Freiburg 3D Morphable Faces dataset. (c) ROC curves for the LFW dataset. The average accuracies are listed next
to each method, along with the area under the curve (AUC). Parts refers to using compositional hierarchical Block TensorFaces
models to separately analyze facial parts. Gaussian, Laplacian refers to using compositional hierarchical Block TensorFaces on a
Gaussian/Laplacian data pyramid.
Training
Dataset

Test
Dataset

PCA

TensorFaces

Compositional Hierarchical Block TensorFaces
Pixels

Gaussian
Pyramid

Weighted
Gaussian
Pyramid

Laplacian
Pyramid

Weighted
Laplacian
Pyramid

Freiburg

Freiburg

65.23%

71.64%

90.50%

88.17%

94.17%

90.96%

93.98%

Freiburg

LFW
(grey level images)

69.23%
±1.51

66.25%
±1.60

72.72%
±2.14

76.72%
±1.65

77.85%
±1.83

77.58%
±1.45

78.93%
±1.77

Fig. 9: Empirical results reported for Freiburg and Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) using PCA, TensorFaces and Compositional
Hierarchical Block TensorFaces representations. Pixels denotes independent facial part analysis Gaussian/Laplacian use a multi
resolution pyramid to analyze facial features at different scales. Weighted denotes a weighted composite signature.
Freiburg Experiment:
Train on Freiburg: 6 views (±60◦ ,±30◦ ,±5◦ ); 6 illuminations (±60◦ ,±30◦ ,±5◦ ), 45 people
Test on Freiburg: 9 views (±50◦ , ±40◦ , ±20◦ , ±10◦ , 0◦ ), 9 illums (±50◦ , ±40◦ , ±20◦ , ±10◦ , 0◦ ), 45 different people
Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) Experiment:
Models were trained on approximately half of one percent (0.5% < 1%) of the 4.4M images used to train DeepFace.
Train on Freiburg:
15 views (±60◦ ,±50◦ , ±40◦ ,±30◦ , ±20◦ , ±10◦ ,±5◦ , 0◦ ), 15 illuminations (±60◦ ,±50◦ , ±40◦ ,±30◦ , ±20◦ , ±10◦ ,±5◦ , 0◦ ), 100
people
Test on LFW: We report the mean accuracy and standard deviation across standard literature partitions [43], following the
Unrestricted, labeled outside data supervised protocol.

ϕ = 0◦ ) with 15 different illuminations ( θ = −35◦ to +35◦
in 5◦ increments on a plane inclined at ϕ = 45◦ ).
Data Preprocessing: Facial images were warped to an average
face template by a piecewise affine transformation given a set
of facial landmarks obtained by employing Dlib software [57],
[53], [88], [67], [35]. Illumination was normalized with an
adaptive contrast histogram equalization algorithm, but rather
than performing contrast correction on the entire image, subtiles
of the image were contrast normalized, and tiling artifacts
were eliminated through interpolation. Histogram clipping was
employed to avoid over-saturated regions.
Experiments:We ran five experiments with five facial part-based
hierarchies from which a person representation was computed,
Fig. 8. Each image, d ∈ RI0 ×1 , was convolved with a Gaussian
and a Laplacian filter bank {Hs ∥s = 1...S} that contained five
filters, S = 5. The filtered images, d ×0 Hs , resulted in five
facial part hierarchies composed of (i) independent pixel parts
(ii) parts segmented from different layers of a Gaussian pyramid
that were equally or (iii) unequally weighed, (iv) parts were
segmented from a Laplacian pyramid that were equally or (v)
unequally weighed.
The composite person signature was computed for every test
image by employing the multilinear projection algorithm [101],
[109], and signatures were compared with a nearest neighbor
classifier.
To validate the effectiveness of our system on real-world images,
we report results on “LFW” dataset (LFW) [43]. This dataset
contains 13,233 facial images of 5,749 people. The photos are
unconstrained (i.e., “in the wild”), and include variation due
to pose, illumination, expression, and occlusion. The dataset
consists of 10 train/test splits of the data. We report the mean
accuracy and standard deviation across all splits in Table 9.
Fig. 8(b-c) depicts the experimental ROC curves. We follow
the supervised “Unrestricted, labeled outside data” framework.
Results: While we cannot celebrate closing the gap on human
performance, our results are promising. DeepFace, a CNN model,
improved the prior art verification rates on LFW from 70% to
97.35%, by training on 4.4M images of 200 × 200 pixels from
4, 030 people, the same order of magnitude as the number of
people in the LFW database.
We trained on less than one percent (1%) of the 4.4M total
images used to train DeepFace. Images were rendered from
3D scans of 100 subjects with an the intraocular distance of
approximately 20 pixels and with a facial region captured
by 10, 414 pixels (image size ≈ 100 × 100 pixels). We have
currently achieved verification rates just shy of 80% on LFW.
Summary: Compositional Hierarchical Block TensorFaces
models cause-and-effect as a hierarchical block tensor interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors of data
formation [103][98].
A data tensor expressed as a part-based a hierarchy is a unified
tensor model of wholes and parts. The resulting causal factor
representations are interpretable, hierarchical, and statistically
invariant to all other causal factors. While we have not closed
the gap on human performance, we report encouraging face

verification results on two test data sets–the Freiburg, and the
Labeled Faces in the Wild datasets by training on a very small
set of synthetic images. We have currently achieved verification
rates just shy of eighty percent on LFW by employing synthetic
images from 100 people, 15 viewpoints and 15 illuminations,
for a total that constitutes less than one percent (1%) of the
total images employed by DeepFace. CNN verification rates
improved the 70% prior art to 97.35% only when they employed
4.4M images from 4, 030 people, the same order of magnitude
as the number of people in the LFW database.
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